Allows to spot some data/simulation discrepancies. Example: pixel global support at ~200 mm is shifted by~1 cm in radius.
Shift also visible on the 1D plots : Electrons @ √s = 7TeV ~1nb -1 : 128,909 preselected electrons compared to a 10 million non-diffractive minimum bias events, background broken into its different components Identification cuts :
loose: hadronic leakage, shower shape in 2 nd sampling 68% hadrons, 28% electrons from conversions, 4% prompt electrons medium : loose + S1 shower shape + track quality + cluster/track matching 66% hadrons, 23% electrons from conversions, 11% prompt electrons tight : medium + high threshold TRT hits + conversion veto 30% hadrons, 22% electrons from conversions, 48% prompt electrons hadrons electron from γ-conversions prompt electron mostly from b, c decays tight
Energy fraction in S1
Additional cuts on energy fraction in 1 st sampling (good hadron/electron discriminant at low p T ): hadrons contribution drops to < 15% As expected, electrons from conversion correspond to tracks with few hits in the silicon detectors Fraction of high TRT threshold hits good hadron discriminant Electrons from conversions have a larger impact parameter (conversion occurring at large radii)
Electron contribution E/p peak closer to unity Good data/mc agreement despite the complications expected at low energy due to material effects and track reconstruction inefficiencies J/ψ observation @ √s = 7TeV J/ψ ee was observed with a cluster reconstruction optimised for low energies.
Clusters-tracks matching and discriminating variables are standard (shower shape + track quality). Strict requirements are applied to the fraction of high threshold hits in the Transition Radiation Tracker. Invariant mass is computed using track parameters only. The track momenta are not corrected for bremsstrahlung effects. 
Mass(PDG) = 3096.916 MeV

Conclusions
In 2010, ATLAS has been collecting LHC collisions data at √s = 7TeV Material estimations in the inner detector were checked with photon conversions vertex position, complementarily to the energy flow from minimum bias events for material at larger radii A fair agreement with the Monte Carlo model has been observed, with a few isolated problems spotted Calorimetric and tracker related electron identification variables are in a general good agreement with simulations. Remaining discrepancies under investigation. π 0 γγ and J/ψ ee peaks were observed with a reconstructed mass in good agreement with Monte Carlo and PDG value. 17 W eν candidates and one Z ee candidate have been observed
The ATLAS electron and photon reconstruction and identification performance at √s = 7TeV gives confidence in the very good potential of electromagnetic physics for early analysis at the LHC
